Parameter sensitivity of distributed transfer properties of neuronal dendrites: a passive cable approximation.
Geometry and membrane properties of the dendrites crucially determine input-output relations in neurons. Unlike geometry often available in detail from computer reconstruction, the membrane resistivity is fragmentarily known if at all. Moreover, it varies during ongoing activity. In this study we address the question: what is the impact of the variation in membrane resistivity on the transfer properties of dendrites? Following a standard approach of the control system theory, we derive and explore the sensitivity functions complementary to the transfer functions of the passive dendrites with arbitrary geometrical parameters (length and diameter) and boundary conditions. We use the location-dependent somatopetal current transfer ratio (the reciprocal of the somatofugal voltage) as the transfer function, and its membrane resistivity derivatives, as the sensitivity functions. In the dendrites, at every path distance from the origin, the sensitivity function in a common form relates the transfer function, membrane resistivity, characteristic input conductance of semi-infinite cable and directional somatofugal input conductances at the given internal site and origin, and the length. Plotted in membrane resistivity versus path distance coordinates, the sensitivity functions display common features: along any coordinate there are low and high ranges, in which the sensitivity, respectively, increases and decreases. The ranges and corresponding rates depend on morphology and boundary conditions in a characteristic manner. These features predict existence of the geometry-dependent range of membrane resistivity (the earlier unattended mid-conductance state), such that the dendrites with a given metrical asymmetry are most distinguished in their transfer properties and electrical states if membrane resistivity is within the range and are not otherwise.